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Chapter 1      Nature and Scope of Economics 

Objectives Test 

Time: 45 Minutes                Max.Marks:86 

Std: 12th Std       Subject: Economics 

 

1.Our wants are unlimited by means are limited. This leads to ________making. 

   a)Satisfaction b)Choice c)Saving d)Wants 

2.The existence of _______ is the starting point of all economic activity in the         

   world. 

   a)Human wants b)Efforts c)Satisfaction    d)None 

3.Wants,efforts and satisfaction form the ________ . 

   a)Scarcity     b)Satisfaction of economics      c)Circle of Economics  

   d)Traditional economy 

4.__________ is the essence of economic activity. 

  a)Value b)Choice c)Wealth d)Satisfaction 

5.Modern economy is a ________ economy. 

  a)Barter b)Utility  c)Money  d)Classical 

6._________ is the fundamental fact of life. 

  a)Wants b)Scarcity c)Value d)Efforts 

7._________ is the author of the famous book “Wealth of Nations”. 

  a)Adam Smith b)Alfred Marshall  c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

8._________ was the first person who put all the economic ideas in a broad way  

  a)Alfred Marshall b)Adam Smith c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

9._________ defined economics as “the practical science of the production 

   and distribution of wealth”. 

  a)J.S. Mill  b)Ricardo  c)J.B. Say  d)Adam Smith 

 

10.________ was of the view the problems arising from wealth getting and  

   wealth using activities of the people. 
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  a)Alfred Marshall      b)J.S. Mill      c)Adam Smith        d)All the above 

11._______ and _______ called it “a dismal science” and  “a dark science”. 

  a)Ruskin and Carlyle  b)Ruskin and J.S. Mill c)Veblen and Giffen 

  d)Lionel Robbins and J.S. Mill 

12.________ is known as the father of political economy. 

  a)Alfred Marshall  b)Adam Smith c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

13.________ emphasized on wealth and considered economics as “an enquiry 

  into the nature and causes of the wealth of nations”. 

  a)Adam Smith b)Alfred Marshall      c)Lionel Robbins    d)Samuelson 

14.________ wrote “Principles of Economics”. 

  a)Adam Smith     b) Alfred Marshall       c)Lionel Robbins      d)Samuelson 

15.________ definition is known as “Material Welfare definition of economics” 

  a)Alfred Marshall  b)Adam Smith c)Ricardo d)J.M. Keynes 

16.In the words of ________ “Whatever economics is concerned with, it is  

  not concerned with causes of material welfare as such”. 

  a)Adam Smith b)Lionel Robbins c)Alfred Marshall d)Samuelson 

17.As ________ says, “We do not say the production of potatoes in economic 

  activity and the production of philosophy is not”. 

  a)Lionel Robbins   b)Adam Smith c)Alfred Marshall d)All the above 

18.________ wrote a book “An Essay on the nature and significance of  

  Economic Science”. 

  a)Adam Smith b)Alfred Marshall c)Samuelson d)Lionel Robbins 

19._______ and ______ are central problems in economics. 

  a)Scarcity and Choice b)Choose and Choice  c)Scarcity and Plenty 

  d)Choice and Unlimited 

 

 

20.As ________ puts it, “To plan is to act with a purpose, to choose, and choice 

  is the essence of economic activity”. 
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a)Alfred Marshall  b)Adam Smith c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

21.______ definition ethical aspects of economic problems are not taken into  

  account in discussion 

  a)Adam Smith b)Alfred Marshall c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

22._______ definition is it makes economics a scientific study. 

  a)Lionel Robbins      b)Adam Smith    c)J.S. Mill  d)All the above 

23.The Great depression 1930 was caused not much by scarcity by the ______ . 

  a)Limited    b)Wants c)Plenty d)Value 

24.An interesting point that _____ tells is the society may or may not make  

  use of money. 

  a)Samuelson b)Adam Smith c)Alfred Marshall d)Lionel Robbins 

25._______ definition is known as modern definition of economics. 

  a)Adam Smith b)Samuelson c)Alfred Marshall  d)Lionel Robbins 

26.The concept of ________ has become very important in the study of 

  national income. 

  a)Net Economic Welfare    b)Net National Product    c)Net Domestic Product 

  d)All the above 

27.When we allocate more time for leisure _______ may come down. 

  a)Profit b)Gross National Product  c)Loss d)Satisfaction 

28.When we allocate more time for leisure, income come down but _____ 

  goes up. 

  a)Profit b)Value c)Money d)Welfare 

29.When we estimate GDP we must include satisfaction derived from  

  leisure by giving it the value in ______ . 

  a)Net Economic Welfare   b)Net Domestic Product   c)Net National Product 

  d)All the above 

 

30.When a want is satisfied, the process is known as ________ . 

  a)Consumption b)Production c)Distribution d)Creation 
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31.________ refers to the creation of wealth or of utilities. 

  a)Consumption b)Distribution c)Production d)Satisfaction 

32.________ it studied mainly about the income and expenditure of government 

  a)Public finance b)Public expenditure     c)Public debt d)All the above 

33.Production is means and _____ is the end. 

  a)Value b)Utility c)Consumption d)Wealth 

34._______ can be defined as a body of systematized knowledge consuming 

  what is 

  a)Positive economics b)Normative economics c)Dynamic d)Static 

35.While normative economics tries to develops criteria for ________ . 

  a)What is b)What ought to be c)Where is d)Importance 

36._________ economist describe economics as political economy. 

  a)Modern economy b)Classical c)Both d)Socialist economy 

37.________ was born of economic inequalities and exploitation in England 

  during the industrial revolution. 

  a)Capitalism b)Socialism  c)Both d)Nationalism 

38.We may say economics to the fruit of history and history in the _______  

  of economics. 

  a)Fruit b)Static c)Both d)All the above 

39.Many important laws of economics are based on ________. 

  a)Sociology b)Psychology  c)Physiology d)All the above 

40.It makes use of statistics and mathematics in economics 

  a)Geometrics b)Econometrics c)Both d)Matrices 

41._________ is considered as the father of scientific socialism. 

  a)Karl Marx b)J.B. Say c)Both d)All the above 

42.The econometric society was founded in ________ . 

  a)1940 b)1920 c)1930 d)1950 

43.The first noble prize in economics was awarded to __________ . 

  a)Adam Smith b)J.M. Keynes c)Jan Tinbergen and Ragnar Frisch 
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  d)Alfred Marshall 

44.The first nobel prize in economics awarded contributed to 

  a)Geometrics b)Matrics  c)Econometrics d)All the above 

45.In the case of ______ analysis, we examine problem at any given moment of 

   time. 

  a)Value b)Dynamic   c)Both  d)Static 

46.Static analysis sometimes we consider a ________ period than single points. 

  a)Long b)Very long c)Short d)All the above 

47.The method of approach takes note of changes in the short period is known  

  as _________ . 

  a)Comparative statics b)Dynamics     c)Both d)All the above 

48.__________ we compare the state of economy at one moment to the state of 

  the economy another moment. 

  a)Comparative Statistics  b)Derivative   c)Dynamics d)None 

49.Marshall’s analysis of supply and demand is good example of _________ . 

  a)Comparative Dynamic  b)Comparative statics c)Value d)Utility 

50.__________ analysis we examine the part of process by which the economy 

  move from state of equalization to another. 

  a)Static b)Dynamic c)Narrow d)All the above 

51.___________ is an important factor of dynamic analysis. 

  a)Time element b)Wealth c)Static d)Value 

52.They study of the cycle may be given as good example of ________ . 

  a)Static analysis  b)Partial analysis c)Dynamic analysis  d)Natural analysis 

53._______ and _______ are basic concepts in economics. 

  a)Stocks and flows b)Profit and loss c)Unlimited and limited d)None 

54.Wealth is a stock and income is a ________ . 

  a)Static b)Flow c)Variable d)None 

55.In economics broadly we make use of _________ methods. 

  a)Two b)Four c)Six  d)Five 
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56.The ______ method is also known as abstract method or analytical method. 

  a)Deductive  b)Inductive       c)Productive d)Constructive 

57._________ method is based on prior reasoning and conclusions are drawn 

  from certain fundamental assumption. 

  a) Inductive  b) Deductive       c)Productive d)Constructive 

58.Deduction method was very popular among the ________ . 

  a)Greeks b)Arabic c)Latin d)None 

59.The ______ move from the general assumption to the specific application. 

  a)Inductive  b)Deductive  c)Both d)None 

60._________ a classical economist make use of the deductive method. 

  a)Ricardo    b)Alfred Marshall c)Adam Smith d)Lionel Robbins 

61.The ______ moves from the scientific observations to generalization. 

  a)Deductive b)Productive c)Inductive d)None 

62.________ who advocated inductive method into scientific enquiry. 

  a)Ricardo b)J.S. Mill c)J.M. Keynes d)Francis Bacon 

63._________ who is famous for this theory of evolution. 

  a)Darwin b)Adam Smith c)Ricardo d)Veblen 

64.__________ introducing the concepts of hypothesis has combined  

  deductive and inductive method. 

  a)Darwin b)Francis c)Ricardo d)None 

65.As economics deal with man and his behavior its laws are ___ and ____ . 

  a)Complex,inexact  b)Complex,Static  c)Complex,Value  d)Complex,demand 

66.All the economic law are based on assumption. The law of demand ____ . 

  a)Other things being equal b)Other things change c)Both d)None 

67.Economic laws also indicate ________ trends. 

  a)Profit b)Employment c)Probable d)Scarcity 

 

68.The law of diminishing returns has ______ application. 

  a)Static b)Dynamic c)Universal d)Profit 
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69.The law of diminishing utility is based on ______ experience. 

  a)Actual b)Static c)Dynamic d)Value 

70.The ______ is based on actual experience 

  a)Law of Demand   b)Law of DMU   c)Physical science   d)Dynamic 

71.________ refer to those scare goods which satisfy our wants are which have 

  money value. 

  a)Wealth b)Materials c)Income d)Saving 

72.According to _______, “Income is the economic sense, is the flow of  

  satisfaction from economic goods”. 

  a)Marshall b)Seligman c)Ricardo d)J.M. Keynes 

73.Money income is also known as _________  income. 

  a)Nominal b)Real c)Fixed d)All the above 

74.There are _________ kinds of income. 

  a)Two b)Three c)Four c)a and b 

75.Standard living of people of a country depends on their ______ income. 

  a)Real b)Nominal  c)Transfer d)Contractual 

76.________ depends upon the purchasing power and depends on the price 

  level. 

  a)Nominal b)Dynamic c)Real d)All the above 

77._______ refers to the value of commodities and services produced by a  

  country a year. 

  a)National Income   b)Individual income  c)Domestic income d)All the above 

78.According to _______, term value is relative and expresses the ration  

  between the two things at particular place and time 

  a)Adam Smith b)Alfred Marshall c)Lionel Robbins d)Samuelson 

79.________ is generally measured in money and it is a relative term. 

  a)Value b)Utility c)Satisfaction d)Saving 

80.Alfred Marshall wrote a book “Principles of Economics” in the year _____ . 

  a)1870 b)1890 c)1850 d)1885 
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81.An altered form of welfare definition of Alfred Marshall as a ______ . 

  a)Study of Man Action b)Study of Wealth c)Study of Value  d)Study of utility 

82.Adam Smith wrote a book, “an enquiry into nature and causes of the wealth  

  of nations” published in the year, ________ . 

  a)1776 b)1756 c)1786 d)1766 

83.End means wants unlimited, means are _______ . 

  a)Limited b)Static c)Dynamic d)None 

84.Lionel Robbins wrote a book  “an essay on the nature and significance of  

  Economic science” in the year _______. 

  a)1932 b)1922 c)1952 d)1972 

85.There are many common points in the definition of Robbins and ______ . 

  a)Samuelson b)J.M. Keynes c)Alfred Marshall d)J.S. Mill 

86.Economics is a social science which deals with human wants and their ____ . 

  a)Satisfaction b)Production d)Consumption d)Utility 
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